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约 1个月的时间内对 30名实验参与者进行了大致间隔 3天的 10次重测，在每次
重测时，尽量保证参与者的扫描时间一致，降低不同重测时间段造成的静息态指
标差异。 


























































Functional connectomes is a comprehensive map of functional interaction or 
functional connectivity of the brain. Among the emerging methods, resting state 
functional magnetic resonance imaging (rfMRI) has evolved as a major approach to 
address functional connectomes, in which data acquisition is independent of the 
experiment tasks.. The metrics of rfMRI, such as functional connectomes, measure the 
segmentation and integration of brain functions. As functional connectomes are 
believed to be a potential biomarker for normal brain and its disorders, their 
variability and test-retest reliability are vital to explore the dynamics of the human 
brain.  
This thesis covers the test-retest reliability and variability of functional 
connectomes. By refining test-retest interval, data acquisition procedure, quality 
control technology and measurements, the author acquired a large set of longitudinal 
data. The research encounter made the functional connectomes metrics more valid to 
assess temporal stability and variance of rfMRI. The project extended previous studies 
from three perspectives. 
(1) Research Design: The majority of previous studies of test-retest reliability 
have a number of weaknesses, such as short testing intervals, few retesting times, 
small sample size, and inconsistent testing time slots, while the present research took 
account of and minimized all of these potential confounds. In particular, thirty 
subjects underwent ten fMRI scans in one month by three days interval. The time slots 
of each subject were fixed. 
(2) Data Quality: Control The Data Quality Control Module of Connectome 
Computation System (CCS) was used to monitor the intermediate process which 
assured the quality of structural and functional images. To better characterize the 
anatomical and functional organizations, the author calculated rfMRI metrics in 2D 















(3) Functional Connectomes Metrics: Based on the month wide intra-/inter- 
individual dataset, the author estimated the variability and reliability of functional 
connectomes metrics across whole brain, sub-networks, cognitive functions and 
vertices, allowing for drawing a complete picture of functional connectomes dynamics 
than previous rfMRI studies. The main findings of this study as follows. The 
functional connectomes metrics of functional segmentation were medium reliable. 
However, the reliabilities of functional integration metrics were low. The reliabilities 
of six metrics (ALFF, fALFF, ReHo, ReHo2, DCw, ECw) varied in different 
sub-networks and cognitive functions. They were around 0.5 in the visual, 
somato-motor, frontal-parietal control, and default model network, but lower than 0.4 
in the attention network. The metrics varied less between subjects than within subjects. 
The variabilities of both intra-/inter-individuals were low in attention and 
somato-motor networks. Further, the reliability test of cognitive functions showed that 
the metrics of auditory and default model network were around 0.5, which were 
medium stable. Finally, the author conducted hierarchical clustering for the metrics 
and identified two clusters. ALFF and fALFF were in the same group, while ReHo 
and ReHo2 were clustered together. These clusters were significantly different from 
functional integration cluster of DCw and ECw. These findings provided important 
references for selecting functional connectomes metrics of brain networks and 
cognitive functions. 
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